KANMANTOO-CALLINGTON COMMUNITY CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE (CCC)
Master Planning Working Party
DRAFT NOTES TO THE MEETING
Master Plan Working Party meeting 5
4.30pm – 5.30pm
Wednesday 21 October 2015
Callington Memorial Hall
In attendance
Fiona Challen
Garry Duncan
Carol Bailey
Harry Seager
Kathy Schneider Roberts
Alistair Walsh
Steve McClare
Bob Goreing
Greg Drew (guest from SA Mining History Group)
Apologies
Bill Filmer
Allana Vorstenbosch
Summary of Actions from today’s meeting
1. KCCCC members to pass on names of individuals or organisations who may have an interest in
upcoming events to Bob / Susan to make sure that they receive an invitation.
2. Bob to design a simple display for the Callington Show based around the call for community
comment to the Master Planning process that both Garry’s brochure and the draft Master Plan
Summary.
Bob to include some way that any comments that are made on the day of the Show can be
recorded immediately (see Appendix 1).
Bob to work with Susan to prepare the Show display and print copies of relevant materials.
Consider having materials available for the community in various formats such as hard copies
and on the KCCCC webpage.
3. KCCCC Members to consider how to make sure local businesses can participate in the SA Mining
History Group’s Convention / Workshop in 2016 and pass these ideas on to Greg Drew / Bob for
inclusion in event planning.
4. KCCCC Members to consider who may be interested in presenting papers at the Convention /
Workshop particularly in the sections on local knowledge, and pass these suggestions to Greg
Drew / Bob for inclusion in event planning.
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1. Upcoming events
The focus of today’s meeting was described as preparation for a number of upcoming events.
Proposed upcoming events:
no

Event

Possible date

1

Callington Show

Sunday 25th October 2015

2

Community event: bbq and inspection of some
rehabilitated sites

Saturday 21 November
2015

3

Xmas KCCCC meeting

4

SA Mining History Group workshop / conference

Thursday 10th December
2015
TBA - 2016

Callington Show
It was agreed that a KCCCC display should be included in the Hillgrove booth at the Callington
Show to encourage the wider community to become involved with matters related to the mine
and promote the KCCCC as a forum for this purpose.
Community event: inspection of rehabilitation and seed production area
It was agreed that the community barbeque and tour of some rehabilitation sites and the seed
propagation centre should be held on Saturday 21 November 2015.
Xmas KCCCCC meeting
It was agreed that the final KCCCC meeting for the year should be held on 10 thDecember 2015.
SA Mining History Group Workshop
Greg Drew was in attendance. He explained that the date for this event was still to be settled
because he was waiting to see when the keynote speaker (a world authority on Cornish mining)
would be available.
2. Invitations and invitation list for upcoming events
Steve circulated the invitation (Expression of Interest) to the Rehabilitation and Seed Production
Area Tour that Susan had prepared.
Steve said that the tour would be confined to the area in and around the seed propagation
centre. He said that the tour would take about an hour and a barbeque breakfast would be
provided.
KCCCC members were asked to identify any potential community groups or individuals who may
be interested in the tour to make sure they receive an invitation. It was agreed that this event
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should be targeted at the local community (those living within circa 5 km from the mine) but
that discretion could be used if others were interested.
Action: KCCCC members were asked to pass on names of individuals or organisations to Bob /
Susan to make sure that all those who may have an interest in this event receive an invitation.
Steve said that RSVPs (to Susan) were essential for purposes of arranging transport and catering.
Harry said that he had mentioned the event to the Landcare Group and he felt that some
members of this group would be interested.
3. Community Information
Garry had prepared a brochure entitled Life After Mining – Planning for our future. This brochure
showcases the artwork Garry has produced for Hillgrove showing possible future uses for the
mining area and encourages the community to put forward ideas for use in the KCCCC Master
Planning process.
Bob tabled the latest version of the Master Plan Summary which includes contact details for
community members to make comment.
Action: Bob was asked to prepare a simple display for the Callington Show based around the call
for community comment to the Master Planning process that both Garry’s brochure and the
draft Master Plan Summary provided.
Bob was asked to provide some way that any comments that were made on the day of the Show
could be recorded immediately (like an Ideas Board) and included in the drafting process (see
Appendix 1).
Bob was asked to work with Susan to prepare the Show display and print copies of relevant
materials. It was agreed that the display should also be relevant for the Community Event (Tour
of Rehabilitation Sites).
Bob was asked to work with Susan to have materials available for the community in various
formats such as hard copies and on the KCCCC webpage.
4. Community support for the SA Mining History Group workshop / conference
Bob tabled a short report that he had prepared from an earlier meeting with Greg Drew where
the possible program and other matters related to the SA Mining History Group Workshop /
Conference had been discussed.
Bob drew attention to the opportunities for local businesses to participate in the event such as:
a. catering (for about 80 persons over two days including a ‘dinner’)
b. audio visual and other conference technology
c. overnight accommodation
Action: The KCCCC Members were asked to consider how to make sure local businesses can
participate in the event and pass these ideas on to Greg Drew / Bob for inclusion in event
planning.
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Greg provided an overview of the proposed program that included:
First Day
a. presentation of papers
b. a dinner
Second day
a. a roundtable workshop (topic: a potential Geo-Park and other related opportunities for
Kanmantoo Callington)
b. site visits
A list of possible papers was presented for discussion. The topics were:
No

Topic

Possible description of the paper

1

Geology of the region
Defining the area

2

Aboriginal history
Defining the area
Cornish mining
history

A discussion of the geology and a consideration of how this
characterises the Kanmantoo / Callington / Strathalbyn area in
particular
A discussion of the Aboriginal history, culture and art of the area

3

4

Modern mining

5

Heritage conservation

6

Flora and fauna

7

Local knowledge

8

Geoparks

A discussion of the Cornish mining history of the area.

A discussion of modern mining practices 1970’s to today including
commonalities and contrasts with earlier operations
A discussion of the Cornish mining heritage of the area including
conservation approaches in place today and possible approaches in the
future
A discussion of the flora and fauna and how this particularly reflects the
geology of the area
A discussion by local community members adding local community
knowledge including community priorities for the future
1. Geoparks – what are they?
2. What other Geoparks are there in South Australia and elsewhere?
3. What would it mean if the Kanmantoo / Callington area was
developed as a Geopark?

Possible
presenter
identified
yes
no
Keynote
address
yes
no
yes
yes
no
yes

It was agreed that the topics were likely to be of interest to local community members.
Steve agreed to contribute to the presentation on ‘modern mining’.
It was noted that the session on ‘local knowledge’ in particular represented an opportunity for
local community members to participate in the program.
Action: Working Party members were asked to consider who may be interested in presenting
papers at the event, particularly in the sections on local knowledge, and pass these suggestions
to Greg Drew / Bob for inclusion in event planning.
5. Other business and close
There was no other business. The meeting closed at 5.30pm.
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Appendix 1:
Ideas Board: Life after Mining
Community feedback from the Callington Show
25 October 2015
1. Public viewing platform
 education
 tourism
 general interest
2. Tours
 identify ways for the local community to be involved
 2016 Mining History Convention
3. Interpretive / tourism signage in region
 linking trails and towns
 lifting identity
4. Nature trails
5. Mountain bike trails
6. Masons’ walls: displaying geology embedded in walls
 Kanmantoo – the Kanmantoo Series
 Callington – geology
7. Secure parking away from the main roads to access the site
8. Roadway to high point for viewing
 leave the roads and fence after mining
9. Chance for a road plan / links across region
 walking / riding trails
 speed limit restrictions (eg Plantation Road)
10. Wildlife reserve / wildlife rescue centre
11. Incorporate wildlife corridor (with receptive owners involved)
12. Water management
 pits, dams, natural creeks etc
13. Wetland
 environmental rehabilitation
 birdlife
14. Extreme Sports Centre
 Erzberg Rally – motor bikes
 gun club
 rock climbing
 base jumping
15. Arts / Entertainment Venue
 amphitheatre / performance space
16. Favour activities which promote and enhance rural lifestyle
17. Caravan park
18. Ownership of the mining lease area after mining
 convert to public ownership
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